Students Protest Against The Tech

With Charges of Racist Tendencies

By Zareena Houssain
ASSOCIATE NEWS EDITOR

A group of students distributed pamphlets in protest of The Tech. The pamphlet presented at last night's associate editors' meeting outlined the protesters' grievances of a growing atmosphere of intolerance on campus. The pamphlet included a letter addressed to The Tech editorial staff outlining the protesters' grievances against The Tech as well as a platform for increasing multicultural awareness at MIT. The protesters collected issues of The Tech from various distribution points on campus and moved them to Lobby 7.

Protest served dual purpose

The purpose of the protest was two-fold, said Joaquin S. Terentes '97, the organizer of the protest. He said the goal was to make people aware of racial issues and to highlight the lack of resources for racial minorities on campus. Part of their goals was to make The Tech more representative of the student body.

The protesters stated in the pamphlet that "The Tech's comfort in using racist humor is only indicative of a growing atmosphere of intolerance on campus." To combat this intolerance, the pamphlet listed demands for resources currently lacking on campus. Two resources that required immediate attention were an Asian American administrator to address the needs of Asian American students, and an ethnic studies program, the pamphlet said. "Currently, there are 30 classes that deal with ethnicity and race," Terentes said. "However, they are scattered across the campus."

Students don't know about them."

Some longer term goals outlined in the pamphlet were the establishment of an Asian American studies program, an increase in the number of minority students, and the involvement of more minority students in editorial decisions. The students also called for more minority professors to teach courses in black, Hispanic, and Native American American studies, an increase in the number of minorities in the administration, and a comprehensive, mandatory program that focuses on diversity for all students during the Residence and Orientation Week. "I think that it's something that will improve the color of our student body, in particular, and everyone as a whole," Terentes said.

Letter outlines racist stereotypes

The letter in the pamphlet listed "The weather. Page 2
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Groups Hold Events
At Spring Weekend

By Jennifer Lane
CONTRIBUTING EDITOR

Blue skies and temperatures in the high 40s this weekend had college towns outdoors to participate in Spring Weekend activities. Many dean's offices continued to host events to raise funds and provided a venue for students and guests to spend time on campus.

At the end of the evening, Jonas M. Arceletta '90, who played an impromptu set of jazz for his talent display, was declared the winner. "I won because I had the most people supporting me," Arceletta said. "They had never heard me play before Spring Weekend." Arceletta won $120 in gift certificates to The Coop.

"It went pretty well, and I had one of the best displays," said Mary C. Oelback '98, president of WILG. The event raised more than $400 for the Rape Crisis Center, and approximately 70 people attended the concert, she said.

APU Spring Carnival returns

Saturday marked the revival of Spring Weekend.
**Court Allows Baltimore to Ban Cigarette Ads on Billboards**

WASHINGTON

In another setback for the tobacco industry, the Supreme Court Monday cleared the way for Baltimore to enforce a citywide ban on billboards advertising cigarettes or beer.

The move, while not a final ruling on the matter, is likely to encourage other cities to ban public ads for tobacco products. It also suggests that the ban will not face a First Amendment barrier in seeking to restrict cigarette advertising directed at minors.

The vote was 5-4, with Justice Rehnquist acting as the lone dissenter. The Supreme Court has quickly challenged the measure on First Amendment grounds.

The Supreme Court, in its ruling Monday, did not hand down a written ruling on the First Amendment issue at stake in the Baltimore case (Penn Advertising vs. Baltimore, 96-1429), but simply refused to review the lower court's ruling. Under the Supreme Court's rules, Monday's ruling left open the possibility the high court will address the issue in a future case.

---

**State Securities Officials Reach Pact on Regulating Planners**

WASHINGTON

Investors doing business with small investment advisory and financial planning firms could get some long-awaited help from regulators in their efforts to protect them from incompetent or dishonest planners.

The Securities and Exchange Commission previously had resisted attempts to regulate planners, who, until recently, have been largely unregulated, with other federal or state authorities.

Representatives of state securities regulators met with state officials who signed the document Sunday in Washington. The agreement means increasingly rely on planners and risk new rules are adopted by other organizations.

The in-association of understandings comes a year after Congress delegated to the regulatory powers over second-tier advisers and planners.

The Securities and Exchange Commission previously had responsibility to supervise advisers, but said its resources were not adequate to all the firms operating.

-- By Gerard Roe

---

**Rebels Perpetrate ‘Barbarism’ Against Children, U.N. Says**

LOS ANGELES TIMES

U.N. officials Monday called it an "abominable" catastrophe that thousands of malnourished Rwandan children were receiving emergency food and that they were being loaded onto the back of a truck to be driven away to an unknown fate.

The U.N. messenger was used to inform the former prime minister of the Zairean rebel, headed by Laurent Kabila, that he had all the resources and was ready to help the United Nations in its efforts to bring back the group of children who had been left at the hospital in Lwiro, 22 miles north of Bukavu near the Rwandan border.

The Children were tossed onto the back of a truck to be driven away to a hospital where 50 severely ill and hungry children were prepared to begin a long- delayed emergency airlift Tuesday aimed at routing them to Rwanda as quickly as possible.

In another etback for the atory industry, the supreme Court has been seen as a test of whether such restrictions could survive a First Amendment challenge.

-- By John Dankszewski

---

**Clintons Call on Volunteers to Help Children in Danger**

**By Blaine Harden**

THE WASHINGTON POST

The problem facing America's vulnerable children are well beyond the capacity of government to address. In comments here Monday as he called on private individuals to help solve the problem, President Clinton said: "If we're going to leave behind in lives of too much danger.

"Even if we do everything we should, and I know a lot of the problems facing our children are problems of the heart," said Clinton, delivering the keynote address for the President's Summit for Children.

One-on-one mentoring of vulnerable children by successful adults is a key principle of the White House initiative advanced by Clinton and by the for-profit private sector and by the presidents, 30 governors and more than 100 mayors attending the three-day summit.

"I'm going to ask you," said Clinton, "to find a way to get 1 million children in need of mentors in 1997.

"In terms of numbers, the task may seem staggering. But if we look at the problem as a total of the needs of children, then the task is manag-

able," said Clinton, "I believe we can make a difference".

"Let's say we know what they need. They need adults to show them the way.

To put more mentors, teachers and other full-time volunteers to work, Clinton Monday proposed a

---

**Weather**

Buds of May

By Gerard Roe

THE WASHINGTON POST

Tuesday will see clearing skies as yesterday's miserable system clears out of the way to be replaced by a high pressure system build-

ing in from the west. Highs for the time in the 80s and lows for the first time in a week and the clouds on the way to a clear day.

Today: Mostly sunny. Moderate northwest winds. High 62°F (17°C), Low 45°F (7°C)

Tonight: Mostly clear. Low 43°F (7°C).

Wednesday: Increasing high clouds toward day's end. Chance of overnight rain. High 62°F (17°C), Low 45°F (7°C).

Thursday: Chance of rain. High about 68°F (20°C), Low about 45°F (7°C).
Republic of Texas Hostages Set Free in Prisoner Exchange

By Sue Anne Pressley

WASHINGTON, D.C. — A couple held hostage as "prisoners of war" were released Monday morning after authorities arranged an unusual prisoner exchange with a separatist group demanding independence for Texas.

In a move that law enforcement officials have not fully explained, Joe and Margaret Ann Rowe were set free early Monday after police allowed a Republic of Texas member arrested on weapons charges to leave jail and return to the group's armed headquarters in these remote mountains of southwest Texas.

Richard McLean, the ambassador of the group, and his followers still refused to surrender to authorities, beginning day two of a standoff that apparently has police in a quandary about how to avoid further bloodshed. Joe Rowe, 51, and Margaret Ann Rowe, 47, were listed in critical condition at a Texas hospital. They were not arrested earlier.

"This man is not in his right mind," he said. "He stands no chance of winning. He might keep them at bay a few days, but the ultimate result is going to be prison or death."

Local Elections in Italy Boost Communist Conservatives

By Bertie G. Farnum

The center-left Democrats, who lack majority support in the lower house of parliament, won majority support in direct elections to mayoral offices on Sunday.

The elections also set the stage for negotiations next month on trimming the welfare state. Communist Refoundation Party has stated it will oppose any cuts.

The elections in Milan and Turin illustrate how the Communists wield influence on the government's coalition. In both cities, they ran candidates leading in the two northern cities, at the expense of the Separate Northern League, but not by big enough margins to avoid runoffs on May 11 against candidates from the center-left coalition.

Alfredo Moro, the late prime minister of the center-left coalition, was killed in a murder last year by the Red Brigades, an extreme left-wing group.

In Milan and Turin, they ran candidates, drawing 8 percent of the vote in Milan and 7 percent in Turin. The center-left coalition is comprised of the Socialists and center parties.

"This man is not in his right mind," he said. "He stands no chance of winning. He might keep them at bay a few days, but the ultimate result is going to be prison or death."

Evening Under the Stars Dinner and Dance

Come to the graduate student formal ball! Saturday, 3 May from 6:30pm - 12:30am Morris Hall in Walker Memorial

Black tie optional. Dates are not required. Reserve a table with your friends!

Tickets are $20 per person, available at the GSC office.

Mitsubishi Removes Two Officials After Harassment Lawsuits Filed

By Bertie G. Farnum

Mitsubishi Motor Corp. has replaced the top two Japanese officials of its U.S. auto operations as part of the continuing fallout from the sexual-harassment suits filed against the company's manufacturing plant in Normal, Ill., company officials confirmed Monday.

The changes were announced just days after former Secretary of Labor Lynn Martin met in Tokyo with the parent corporation's board of directors to discuss the progress being made in the effort to eliminate sexual-harassment problems at the Illinois plant.

Martin was hired last May to recommend workplace changes after the U.S. Equal Employment Opportunity Commission filed the biggest sexual-harassment suit in its history against the company.

The lawsuit, filed in April 1996, charged that male employees and managers at the Illinois plant engaged in repeated acts of sexual harassment from "grabbing, groping, and touching" to requiring women to engage in sexual relations to keep their jobs.

A company source, who asked not to be identified, said Monday the personnel changes had been made at the Illinois assembly plant out of concern that several key officials in the plant — both Japanese and American — were resisting recommendations by a Martin-led task force to prevent harassment inside the plant.
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Spring Weekend Needs More Unity

This past weekend, several campus groups sponsored events for Spring Weekend. Unlike past years, there was a genuine push to sell several events under the one broad heading of Spring Weekend. Many advertisements included the whole spectrum of events, ranging from the International Fair to the Alpha Phi Omega Spring Carnival to Alpha Phi’s Alpha Phiama. The effort by Spring Weekend organizers to create an event that appeals to the whole MIT community deserves a good deal of praise and applause.

However, Spring Weekend fell short of being an event for all students. While many student activities and living groups held events, there was no unifying theme linking the different events. Most people attended Spring Weekend only for a single event. Many students who went to the Philea Market went only for the Philea Market; students who went to Mr. Spring Weekend went for Mr. Spring Weekend. While the individual activities may have done well by themselves, Spring Weekend unfortunately did not.

The APO Spring Carnival could have served to bring different circles of students to come to Spring Weekend. Booths at the carnival were offered to student activities and living groups, but in the end, only three groups participated. Certainly, booths by different student groups would have contributed to a more festive, carnival-type atmosphere than some of the events offered. The Velcro wall and the bungee run both were more popular with Cambridge area elementary schoolers than with MIT students.

Other factors could have improved turnout. Spring Weekend was hurt by the absence of a big-name band playing in the Spring Concert. In previous years, the concerts have had attendances of over 1,000. This dwarfs the small crowd present at the Battle of the Bands Final this year. Even offering food at events would have made a big difference in attendance, and it may be just one reason why the International Fair outwore the carnival. Other planned events, like “Dunk-A-Dean” and the presentation of the Big Screw, never happened.

Rarely does MIT see an attempt at an activity designed to raise school spirit. Living groups have their own parties, but those parties usually target specific groups of people and are not intended to improve the overall level of student life. And when there is an effort, it often fails, like last year’s Undergraduate Association Field Day, which succeeded only in distributing free submarine sandwiches. These undertakings all too often disappear after one try.

This year’s Spring Weekend has started the move toward becoming a big social event for all MIT students. And although Spring Weekend may not have succeeded in doing so this year, there is no doubt that organizers continue this effort, interest and participation will improve. We hope that all the groups involved this year will be back next year with the same enthusiasm to produce a Spring Weekend that will draw more interest.

To Our Readers

Last Friday, several groups protested their concerns about The Tech in Lobby 7. That protest followed criticism of The Tech earlier this term in Lobby 7 and an event in which a student held up a piece of paper. We acknowledge that people have three concerns and hope that our readers will continue to communicate their concerns to us, both to our editors and in our opinion pages.

We are open to dialogue and encourage any interested individuals and groups to come to talk to our editors, at any time, about any issues. The Tech is committed to reporting on the full breadth of issues affecting all MIT students, and, with the help of our readers, we welcome new staffers, in all departments, throughout the year.

Letters and column submissions should be directed to letters@the-tech.mit.edu. Hard copy submissions should be sent to the Tech, 20 West 39th Street, New York, N.Y. 10018. To reach us, please call 212-754-2824, fax 212-754-2870, or send Internet mail to tech@the-tech.mit.edu.

Letters, columns, and editorial cartoons are submitted by individuals and reflect their opinions, not necessarily those of The Tech or the editorial board.

Letters and column submissions should be directed to letters@the-tech.mit.edu. Hard copy submissions should be sent to the Tech, 20 West 39th Street, New York, N.Y. 10018. To reach us, please call 212-754-2824, fax 212-754-2870, or send Internet mail to tech@the-tech.mit.edu.
SENIORS

Show me the money!

-Jerry Maguire

Have you donated to the Senior Gift yet?

It's a simple, quick way to leave this place a little better than you found it, and improve the lives of future students at MIT.

Here's how simple giving can be. You can:

* See your dorm/lge Gift Representative
* Contact Jill Pullen in 10-140
* E-mail giftcore@mit.edu
* Stop by the Source

See our spicy web site: http://web.mit.edu/alum/www/class/mit1997/SeniorGift/home.html

School's Out.
Bag the Books.

THE M-BAG.
A GLOBAL DELIVERY SERVICE
FROM THE U.S.P.S.

Here's a cool way to send your books overseas or across the border. Bag the books in our nifty M-Bag, once you have wrapped and addressed them, we'll speed them to virtually any destination on the planet. That's everything from the unabridged history of the world to alternative comics, 11 to 66 lbs. worth, starting at only 64 cents a lb.

And with the cash you'll be saving, you might be able to send yourself home, too.

GLOBAL DELIVERY SERVICES

To pick up your bag, drop by the local Post Office at:

MIT Post Office, 84 Massachusetts Ave., Cambridge, MA. • Kendall Square Post Office, 250 Main Street, Cambridge, MA.

*Sku weighting less than 11 lbs. shipped at the 10 lb. rate.
Protest, from Page 1

complaints against The Absolut Tech, which "consistently resorted to stereotypical depictions of people of color for its humor," the letter said.

"The letter also said that "racist humor has always had a place at The Tech," including the "Rhino Man" comic the paper ran. One of the characters in "Rhino Man" was considered by the protesters to promote anti-Asian stereotypes."

"Comics such as "Rhino Man" can cause resentment toward people of color," Terrones said. "In a racist society like the U.S., it takes very little to rile people up against people of color," Terrones said.

The letter was signed by the Asian Pacific American Caucus, La Union Chicana por Aztlán, the Black Students Union; the MIT Arab Alliance Against Racism; the Committee for Social Justice; Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, Transgender, and Friends at MIT; the Alternative News Collective; Student Party for a Progressive Movement; and Black Graduate Student Association.

Protesters threaten to boycott

The letter later said, "We are also within our rights to boycott a newspaper that reiterates the same stereotypes that are used to oppress us daily."

"The point of a stereotype is that you don't have to think" about the person being stereotyped, Terrones said. "You've dehumanized them."

"We are sending a copy of this letter to all your advertisers to let them know why we will not be reading your newspaper anymore," the letter said.

The protesters have sent the letter to MIT offices and departments and are currently compiling a list of advertisers to whom to send the letter, Terrones said.

Individual leaders of most of the groups that signed the letter refused to comment on the protest, instead each issuing this statement separately: "Since we are currently boycotting The Tech, we do not feel that it would be appropriate for us to respond to your questions. We have no desire to continue any dialogue within the pages of your newspaper. Until we see a substantive change in your newspaper's attitudes towards people of color, we will work with you only with the administration as an intermediary."

The Alternative News Collective and the BISA could not be reached for comment.

The Tech responds to accusations

Editor in Chief of The Tech David D. Hsu '98 responded to accusations of anti-Asian sentiment within the pages of the newspaper.

"I am an Asian American," Hsu said. "I do not consider myself insensitive to the issues of Asian Americans."

"The Tech has always tried to be objective in its coverage in its coverage of issues involving the MIT community," Hsu said. "There has never been any racially malicious intent on the part of Tech staffers or editors."

"In a racist society like the U.S., it takes very little to rile people up against people of color," Terrones said."

The letter also stated that The Tech's response to calls for dialogue at a forum held by some of the student groups on the issue of racism in the media was "not only to recirculate [The Tech's] racist stereotypes of Asians, but also to target other minority groups."

"No Tech staffers or editors were personally invited or invited as a group" to the forum, Hsu said. "Dialogue can be achieved in better ways than a pillar poster."

"I think I've differentiated him from a caricature," Emig said. "I don't think people should promote anti-Asian stereotypes," Emig said, adding that the protesters efforts were "misguided."
I was wondering if you remember that big argument we got into back in seventy-five? Let's pretend like those words never came out of our mouths.

This space donated by The Tech.

**Campus Activities Complex**

**PRESENTS**

**P.u.b.l.i.c.i.t.y**

**STARRING**

Student Activities and Departments

**Coming Soon...**

**Tuesday, May 6th**

*Reservations for Fall Term 1997 after Activities Midway:*

Promotional Spaces reserved for

Lobby 7 Drop Poster space, Lobby 10 Booths

Infinite Corridor Panels

Student Center Tables

* Student Center Balcony poster spaces for September only.

**You may pick up and drop off applications at the Campus Activities Complex, W20-500. Tel: 253-3913.**
Mmmm... Hot Apple Pie

FREE Apple Pie with this coupon and the purchase of a whopper

coupon good only at Lobdell Food Court
84 Mass. Ave., Cambridge, MA

Got end of term blues?
Don't know what to do in the summer?
Finals weighing you down?

CALL
NIGHTLINE

DEF TUV OPER OPER
## M.I.T. Community Summer Softball 1997
Organizational Meeting
New Team Entries Accepted

**Wednesday 30 April**
5:30pm
1-190

For more information, contact:
Mark S. Throop, MITCSS Coordinator
MIT Rm. 50-222,
Messages: 508-734-8639,
508-877-9263 (h)

---

## Tufts Summer
Visiting students welcome!

Day and evening classes are available in two six-week sessions:
May 21 – June 27 + July 1 – August 8

Discover the best value in Boston! $1050 for most courses. No problems transferring credit — courses are four semester hours.

Located just five miles from Boston, our scenic campus is easy to get to, offers ample parking and convenient access.

**Benefit from a summer course.** Lighten your fall course load, concentrate on a difficult course or make up credit.

**For a catalog:**
Call (617) 627-3454, or
e-mail: summer@infonet.tufts.edu
Our catalog is also on the web: [www.tufts.edu/as/summer](http://www.tufts.edu/as/summer)
or mail the coupon below.

**Ask about our Graduate Program that can put an Acura well within reach.**

If you’re a recent college graduate and you qualify, our Graduate Program can get you into an Acura for a lot less than you think.

If you decide to buy, we can offer you a very low down payment. And to help make your monthly payments as low as possible, we can finance your new Acura over a longer period.

**If you lease, your payments can be as low as $209* per month for 36 months with $1583 driveaway costs plus tax and title.**

See your New England Acura Dealer for details. By the way, congratulations!

---

**PUZZLE SOLUTIONS FROM LAST ISSUE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>11</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>56</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ACROSS**
1. Bow in low
2. Slender
3. Flapper
4. Follows
5. Enthusiast
6. Subs
7. Insulted presence
8. Entry
9. Post point
10. Theological (abbr.)
11. Bike
12. Pop
13. Sexual position
14. Chair
15. Month
16. Rim
17. Riddle
18. Selected
19. Japanese
20. Birthplace
21. stove
22. Aro

**DOWN**
1. Where children sit
2. Fargo
3. Characteristic of Germany
4. On toy
5. Iona
6. Indefinite article
7. Subscribe again
8. Top of can
9. Preparation
10. Attention (abbr.)
11. Fast
12. Hesitate
13. North
14. North
15. Vision
16. North
17. North
18. North
19. North
20. North
21. North
22. North
23. North
24. North
25. North
26. High and
27. North
28. North

---

**SOLUTIONS IN THE NEXT EDITION OF THE TECH**
Weekend à la MIT

Photos by Rita H. Lin and Gábor Csányi

Students Boost Cultures at International Fair

By Max K. Tao

Students from 56 groups created a diverse universe of culture and entertainment last Friday, at the annual International Student Fair (I-Fair). "I-Fair is an event unique in the life of MIT students. It's the one and only event that brings together so many students from so many different cultures," said Rita H. Lin '99, co-chair of the UFAS Committee, which organized the event.

The I-Fair was held on the Student Center steps during the week, as part of the annual Spring Weekend. "It was an exciting event this year and we had a lot of students who came," said Ania W. Mierzejewska '98, president of the European Club.

The event featured cultural performances, food, and games. "It's been a lot of fun," said Kim Van '99, president of the International Students Association.

"I-Fair was a huge success this year. It's been the largest event, and it really fulfills the goal of ISA," said Aniko Salamon '99, ISA's president.

"We're busy all day, but people seem happy," said Lorentz P. Arndt '98, president of the IA Committee. "Everyone loved it, this is for MIT to enjoy and it's been worth it."

The international clubs also worked to educate the MIT community about their respective cultures. "We started expecting travelers from the different continents about three weeks ago," said Nicolas P. Arndt '99, president of the European Club.

"You learn about the culture, music, dance, and art," said Sharon D. Mussalli, a Tufts University junior. "It's been in her family for quite a while."

"I've been busy all day, but people seem happy," said Lorentz P. Arndt '98, president of the IA Committee. "I'm busy, but this is for MIT to enjoy and it's been worth it."

The individual clubs also worked to educate the MIT community about their respective cultures. "I tried this from a friend, brought it from home. It's been in her family for quite a while."

"I-Fair was a huge success this year. It's been the largest event, and it really fulfills the goal of ISA," said Aniko Salamon '99, ISA's president.

"We're busy all day, but people seem happy," said Lorentz P. Arndt '98, president of the IA Committee. "Everyone loved it, this is for MIT to enjoy and it's been worth it."

The international clubs also worked to educate the MIT community about their respective cultures. "We started expecting travelers from the different continents about three weeks ago," said Nicolas P. Arndt '99, president of the European Club.
Truman Scholarships
Informational Meeting

Thursday, May 8, 1997
4:00 p.m. E51-275

Are you considering a career in government, education, or other public service sector? Find out how you can apply for a $30,000 scholarship during the fall of your junior year. Scholarships are awarded to juniors for use during senior year and graduate school.

Jacobo Orenstein-Cardona, Class of ‘97 and this year’s Truman Scholar, will be available to share his recent experience with you.

If you are a U.S. citizen and in the top half of your class, you may be eligible to apply.

For more information, please contact the History Office at 253-4965, or visit the Truman Scholarship Foundation web site at http://www.truman.gov/.

MU ZETA CHAPTER OF THE ORDER OF OMEGA

wishes to congratulate its newest initiates:

Bryan Adams
Lindsay Androski
Orli Bahcall
Fabio Brunet
Jamie Buller
Deborah Carlton
Robert Chan
Van Chu
David DiFranco
Kenneth Esler
Terence Fong

Farhana Jan
Pratish Kannan
Jin Kim
Elissa Lee
Rachel LeBosco
Jamie Morgan
Stephanie Maifert
Morgan McGuire
Mark Meier
Kenneth Michitsch

Marianne Moon
Kanae Mukai
Jeffrey Munro
Eric Nelson
Owen Ozier
Faye Rim
Eric Snowberg
Andrew Sung
Yeh Bin Song
Luisa Torielli
Norris Vivatrat

The Order of Omega is the National Greek Leadership Honor Society. With over 500 chapters on college campuses throughout the United States, the purpose of The Order is to recognize those men and women who have attained a high standard of leadership within their FSILGs and in inter-FSILG activities, to encourage them to continue along this line, and to inspire others to strive for similar conspicuous attainment. Membership is limited to 3% of the FSILG community.

Dedicated to effecting positive changes on and off the MIT campus, The Order of Omega sponsors two of the largest all-campus service events of the year, the Greek Week Community Service Day and Project SCORE. In addition, The Order organizes a series of Leadership Workshops during IAP. FSILGs currently represented in the Mu Zeta chapter are AXII, AXI, AXII, AXIII, AXIV, AXV, AXVI, AXVII, AXVIII, AXIX, AXX, AXXI, AXXII, AXXIII, AXXIV, AXXV, AXXVI, AXXVII, AXXVIII, AXXIX, AXXX, AXXXI, AXXXII, AXXXIII, AXXXIV, AXXXV, AXXXVI, AXXXVII, AXXXVIII, AXXXIX, AXXXX, AXXXXI, AXXXXII, AXXXXIII, AXXXXIV, AXXXXV, AXXXXVI, AXXXXVII, AXXXXVIII, AXXXXIX, AXXXXX, AXXXXXI, AXXXXXII, AXXXXXIII, AXXXXXIV, AXXXXXV, AXXXXXVI, AXXXXXVII, AXXXXXVIII, AXXXXXIX, AXXXXXX, AXXXXXXI, AXXXXXXII, AXXXXXXIII, AXXXXXXIV, AXXXXXXV, AXXXXXXVI, AXXXXXXVII, AXXXXXXVIII, AXXXXXXIX, AXXXXXXX, AXXXXXXXI, AXXXXXXXII, AXXXXXXXIII, AXXXXXXXIV, AXXXXXXXV, AXXXXXXXVI, AXXXXXXXVII, AXXXXXXXVIII, AXXXXXXXIX, AXXXXXXXX, AXXXXXXXXI, AXXXXXXXXII, AXXXXXXXXIII, AXXXXXXXXIV, AXXXXXXXXV, AXXXXXXXXVI, AXXXXXXXXVII, AXXXXXXXXVIII, AXXXXXXXXIX, AXXXXXXXXX, AXXXXXXXXXI, AXXXXXXXXXII, AXXXXXXXXXIII, AXXXXXXXXXIV, AXXXXXXXXXV, AXXXXXXXXXVI, AXXXXXXXXXVII, AXXXXXXXXXVIII, AXXXXXXXXXIX, AXXXXXXXXXX, AXXXXXXXXXXI, AXXXXXXXXXXII, AXXXXXXXXXXIII, AXXXXXXXXXXIV, AXXXXXXXXXXV, AXXXXXXXXXXVI, AXXXXXXXXXXVII, AXXXXXXXXXXVIII, AXXXXXXXXXXIX, AXXXXXXXXXXX, AXXXXXXXXXXXI, AXXXXXXXXXXXII, AXXXXXXXXXXXIII, AXXXXXXXXXXXIV, AXXXXXXXXXXXV, AXXXXXXXXXXXVI, AXXXXXXXXXXXVII, AXXXXXXXXXXXVIII, AXXXXXXXXXXXIX, AXXXXXXXXXXXX, AXXXXXXXXXXXXI, AXXXXXXXXXXXXII, AXXXXXXXXXXXXIII, AXXXXXXXXXXXXIV, AXXXXXXXXXXXXV, AXXXXXXXXXXXXVI, AXXXXXXXXXXXXVII, AXXXXXXXXXXXXVIII, AXXXXXXXXXXXXIX, AXXXXXXXXXXXXX, AXXXXXXXXXXXXXI, AXXXXXXXXXXXXXII, AXXXXXXXXXXXXXIII, AXXXXXXXXXXXXXIV, AXXXXXXXXXXXXXV, AXXXXXXXXXXXXXVI, AXXXXXXXXXXXXXVII, AXXXXXXXXXXXXXVIII, AXXXXXXXXXXXXXIX, AXXXXXXXXXXXXXX, AXXXXXXXXXXXXXXI, AXXXXXXXXXXXXXXII, AXXXXXXXXXXXXXXIII, AXXXXXXXXXXXXXXIV, AXXXXXXXXXXXXXXV, AXXXXXXXXXXXXXXVI, AXXXXXXXXXXXXXXVII, AXXXXXXXXXXXXXXVIII, AXXXXXXXXXXXXXXIX, AXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX, AXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXI, AXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXII, AXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXIII, AXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXIV, AXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXV, AXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXVI, AXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXVII, AXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXVIII, AXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXIX, AXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX, AXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXI, AXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXII, AXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXIII, AXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXIV, AXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXV, AXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXVI, AXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXVII, AXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXVIII, AXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXIX, AXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX, AXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXI, AXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXII, AXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXIII, AXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXIV, AXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXV, AXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXVI, AXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXVII, AXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXVIII, AXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXIX, AXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX, AXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXI, AXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXII, AXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXIII, AXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXIV, AXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXV, AXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXVI, AXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXVII, AXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXVIII, AXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXIX, AXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX, AXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXI, AXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXII, AXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXIII, AXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXIV, AXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXV, AXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXVI, AXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXVII, AXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXVIII, AXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXIX, AXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX, AXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXI, AXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXII, AXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXIII, AXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXIV, AXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXV, AXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXVI, AXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXVII, AXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXVIII, AXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXIX, AXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX, AXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXI, AXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXII, AXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXIII, AXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXIV, AXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXV, AXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXVI, AXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXVII, AXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXVIII, AXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXIX, AXXXXXXX
Bike Police Receive Additional Training

Bicycle police, from Page 1

The Tech campus when it was founded in 1992. At the time other urban police departments were just beginning to find their own bicycle units, but the practice has become increasing common among urban departments. Currently, the Campus Police are working on organizing joint bicycle patrols with the Cambridge Police.

When the unit was first proposed and organized, Chief Anne P. Glavin had some doubts. "I worried a lot about accidents. There have been a couple of accidents over the years, but nothing wildly serious, and nothing that would make me rethink the unit."

Also, Glavin could see the positive side of the new project. "The benefits were obvious from the start. We get increased mobility, and we get much better contact with people in the community."

Outfitting the officers to patrol on bicycles costs about $1,000 per officer, including costs for uniforms, bicycles, and equipment. The officers wear special uniforms designed for bicycle duty, and their bicycles are equipped with headlights for night patrols. On the back of each bicycle, the officers carry a first-aid bag, since MIT officers are also certified emergency medical technicians. The bicycle unit's ability to carry this equipment is an advantage over traditional foot patrols. In all, units carry 40 to 50 pounds of equipment with them, including gear worn by the officer.

Each year, officers volunteer to be part of the bicycle unit, which currently consists of seven patrolmen and a supervising sergeant. Officers are expected to stay with the unit for several years. "We're looking for dedication over the longer run," Glavin said.

Many of the officers who volunteer ride bicycles recreationally, although not all of them do. Peterson, who can often be seen patrolling the west side of campus during the day, was a regular mountain bicycle rider before he joined the unit. He decided to volunteer both because of the extra exercise and the extra contact with the community.

Officers receive special training

New members of the unit receive several days of intense training before they can go out on patrol. Officers learn to ride their bicycles through shallow water, jump logs, and ride up and down inclines and stairs. "It's pretty wild," Baratta said.

Learning to patrol on a bicycle also means adjusting attitudes toward both the equipment and learning new methods of law enforcement. During training, officers are taught to throw their bicycle over barriers before climbing over, and ride it up and down stairs, without worrying about possible damage to the bicycle, Peterson said. "You're not there to protect the bicycle."

Officers also have to learn how to deal with problems situations when arriving on a bicycle. These officers often arrive before other units, so personal safety is a concern. When confronted by someone with a weapon, bicycle officers cannot use their vehicles as a shield the same way officers responding by car might, using the bicycle to get some distance is often a better idea, Peterson said.

Despite being a regular bicycle rider, Peterson didn't find the training easy. "I got an award for being the most motivated — I guess they never saw a 50-year-old guy fall off a bicycle that many times."

MIT has also used the bicycle unit to focus on bicycle-related crime problems. Last summer, to combat an increase in bicycle thefts, plainclothes officers on bicycles were used to bolster enforcement efforts.

With the bicycle unit entering their fifth year on campus, Glavin is happy she decided to approve their formation. "They've been very well received by the community," Glavin said.

Unlicensed riders are over-represented in fatal crashes. So get to the DMV. Because having a motorcycle operator license is something you can live with. Motorcycle safety foundation.
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"$1,400 incentive includes $1,000 cash back on new stock plus $400 recent college graduate cash allowance (see Dealer for details). 3.9 percent financing for qualified buyers in lieu of $1,000 cash back. Vehicle shown with optional equipment.

This space donated by The Tech
HEALTH EXPO '97:
LIVE LONG AND PROSPER

COME FOR...

FITNESS TESTING
MASSAGES
NUTRITIOUS SNACKS AND DRINKS
ADVICE FROM MIT MEDICAL EXPERTS
AND MUCH, MUCH MORE!!!!!!

MAY 2 from 11:00-3:00 on the
KRESGE OVAL
(Lobby 7 if it rains)

Sponsored by the MultLINKS of the MIT Medical Department, Health Education Services
For more information, call Health Education Services at 3-1316.

Monday, May 5, 1997

4:30 PM
MIT Chapel

Are you willing to save the life of a total stranger ... even if it could mean sacrificing your own?

The Choice
A play sponsored by the MIT Board of Chaplains.
Supported by the William Abrahamowitz Fund of MIT Hillel and the MIT Chaplaincy

4:15 PM
MIT Chapel

Holocaust Memorial Service
Sponsored by MIT Hillel

Both events are open to the entire MIT community
For Information call 253-2982

CLASS OF 1999
RING DELIVERY

APRIL 29 - MAY 1 · THE BUSH ROOM
TUESDAY - WEDNESDAY: 10AM-3PM
THURSDAY: 1-5PM

JOSTENS

Nightline is here to listen to you from 7pm to 7am from now until the end of finals.

This space donated by The Tech.
Plan Would Reopen Dorm Dining Halls

Dining halls may be reopened

The dining group has consensually
agreed to reopen many of the closed
west campus dining halls, Walsh said.

In the process of determining
what level of support to give to dor-
mitory-based dining, the group
found that some dormitories were
structured to favor dining halls,
while others were structured toward
personal cooking.

Under the proposal, six dormi-
itories would become known as "din-
ning hall residences," including
Baker House, Next, McCormick
Hall, MacGregor House, and
Ashdown House. In these dormi-
tories, "the focus of dining in the
community would be the dining
hall." Sher said.

Unlike the other dining facilities
on campus, the dining halls in resi-
dences would all be bid to one con-
tractor. Dormitory dining halls have
a "different philosophy" than other
facilities on campus, and have other
needs besides the maximization of
profit, Sher said.

In the remaining dormitories,
which would be labeled "personal
cooking residences," MIT would
provide cleaning and maintenance
facilities for group kitchens to
encourage more community cook-
ing.

In addition, members of all dor-
mitories would be encouraged to
"expand beyond its designation" by
creating special "community meals"
in the dormitory or in other dining
facilities, Walsh said. For example,
Senior House residents could work
together to have an occasional com-
mon meal in the dormitory or in
nearby Morz Hall.

Over time, the group hopes that the "dining program in a house
would become part of the culture of
the house" that could be considered
by residents selecting dormitories
during Residence and Orientation
Week, Walsh said.

Concerns expressed about dining

Many of those present at the
meeting expressed their concern that
members of the current dormitories
would not support the reopening of
their halls.

"We're setting some standards
for what we'd like to happen," Walsh
said. "We feel [the dining halls] need
to be utilized."

Because serious financial invest-
ment may be required for some din-
ning halls to reopen, the plans are
subject to change, Walsh said.

The McCormick dining hall is
likely to reopen very soon, possibly
as soon as this summer or fall, said
John S. Hollywood G, a member of
the working group. McCormick resi-
dents have consistently expressed
support for the dining hall, he said.

In other halls, such as Burton-
Cromer, equipment has become out-
dated since the hall was closed. In
addition, the social implications of
reclaiming space that has been con-
verted to other uses will have to be
discussed, Walsh said.

Reopening other dining halls
may adversely affect Baker
House's dining operation, which
is currently almost breaking even,
said Jennifer R. Bautista '98, presi-
dent of Baker.

"If you serve good food, other
people will show up and start to
use" dining facilities, ensuring
their continued profitability, she
said.

Concerns about dining halls
reopening come from many sources.

"We will address this concern,
" generate solutions to problems as
" they present themselves," Walsh said.

"This concerns us in addition to
" other issues we have to deal with,
" such as cost," he added.

The McCormick dining hall is
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as soon as this summer or fall, said
John S. Hollywood G, a member of
the working group. McCormick resi-
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support for the dining hall, he said.
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Every time I go to the diner, I grab a handful of them little jellies out of the basket and take 'em home with me.

Yesterday, I took all them little jellies out of my cupboard and counted 'em... I got more than twenty-four thousand of 'em.

Bow down before the "king of jellies."

---

The Black Theatre Guild

Presents:

Love's Light in Flight
by Charles Michael Moore

Performances:
May 1, 2, 3, 9, 10
8:00 pm
66-110

Tickets on sale at THE SOURCE

Tickets: $3 MIT
$5 other
for info contact
btg-admin@mit

---

Healthy Dinner Options
• Marinated Turkey
• Marinated Vegetables
• Lemon Chicken with
a salad or a
sandwich
• Pasta with Marinara
Sauce
• Turkey on hearty
wheat bread

Call Ahead! call in your order to save time!
253-2042

Maximize Your Scores
With...

+7.3 pts.
+6.5 pts.
+7.3 pts.
+21.4 pts.

THE PRINCETON REVIEW
Courses meet in Cambridge
Call today: 617/558-2828

---

PUT YOUR VALUABLES IN A SAFE PLACE.

Helmets make riding more comfortable and fun. Not to mention safer. In a crash without one, you are five times as likely to suffer a serious head injury than a helmeted rider. No matter how short your ride, wear a helmet. It's the best protection for your most valuable asset. MOTORCYCLE SAFETY FOUNDATION
Dammed for Life
By Jessica
THE EXAM IS THIRTY PAGES PLEASE Pace YOURSELVES.
I HOPE STAYING UP ALL NIGHT STUDYING PAY OFF!
YOU MAY BEGIN!
$e^x = e^x ...$ ZZZ ...
5 MINUTES LEFT.
GASP! I'LL ASLEEP!
MY TEST IS SOAKED WITH DRDOl!
5 MINUTES LEFT...
AT LEAST IT'S ONLY A DREAM!

Off Course
By Hugo
WILL YOU SIGN MY PETITION SURE. WHAT'S IT ABOUT?
I'M PROTESTING THE STEREOTYPICAL DEPICTION OF EXTRATERRESTRIALS IN THE X-FILES.
I'M TIRED OF SEEING US DEPICTED WITH DIG EYES AND WRINKLED SKIN.
WE'RE MUCH CUTER THAN THAT.

Rhino Man
Professor?
He's been shot with tranquilizer darts!

by Zachary Emig
LaVerde's Market!

Gorcery
5.5 oz. Lay's Cool Ranch or Doritos Nacho 2/1
1 Ltr. Poland Spring Sparkling Water 2/1
15 oz. General Mills Cheerios 3.99
18 oz. Nabisco Oreos Cookies 2.99
16 oz. Ann仰e Cookies 2/1
Juice 1.99

Deli Whole BBQ Chickens 399 ea.

LaVerde's Market

Should you wish to order from us, and make your trip to LaVerde's a pleasant one.

Thanks, Marc

---

UNDERGRADUATES!

Fall 1997 HASS Guide available

Lobby 10, May 5 & 6.

It will also be available at the Student Services Center (3-123), UAA (7-104), and the HASS Office (14N-408).
The varsity heavyweight crew team expanded their spring season record to 5-2 with a solid victory over the University of New Hampshire on the Charles River on Saturday morning. This record by the 1997 heavyweights puts them among the best two or three crews in the past 10 years at MIT.

On Sunday morning, the team raced University of New Hampshire at home on the Charles River. In the first race of the day, MIT’s second novice boat placed second to UNH. In the first novice race, MIT’s boat rowed an aggressive race finishing just a second behind UNH.

Mount Holyoke Takes NEW 8 Crew Trophy

Women’s Crew, from Page 20

An awards ceremony followed the day of races. Points were awarded for each race based on the finishing place of each crew. For the first time in five years, Mt. Holyoke (34 points) managed to beat MIT (30) for the points trophy.

MIT races against UNH

On Sunday morning, the team raced University of New Hampshire at home on the Charles River. In the first race of the day, MIT’s second novice boat placed second to UNH. In the first novice race, MIT’s boat rowed an aggressive race finishing just a second behind UNH.

In the varsity eight race, MIT lost to UNH. Although the team felt that they had rowed an aggressive race, they all felt slightly tired from racing the previous afternoon.

This week the team will focus on preparing for the New England Championships this coming Saturday in Worcester. The races will give the team the opportunity to race against some of the schools they had lost to earlier in the season.

“I am very excited for this upcoming weekend. All season we have been picking up speed, and I am confident that we will beat some of the crews we have lost to earlier this year,” Frech said.

PENICILLIN KILLS GUNNA FLEAS ASPIRIN CAN BE TOXIC TO CATS CLEARLY ANIMALS HAVE VERY DIFFERENT CHEMISTRY THAN PEOPLE THAT’S WHY USING ANIMALS IN THE NAME OF MEDICAL RESEARCH IS NOT JUST CRUEL IT’S DEAD WRONG FIND OUT WHAT YOU CAN DO TO SAFELY STOP THE PRACTICE CONTACT THE NEW ENGLAND ANTI-VIVISECTION SOCIETY TODAY CALL (617) 523-0800 OR VISIT WWW.NEAS.ORG

SANDERS
A Lockheed Martin Company

Applications selected may be subject to a government security investigation and must meet eligibility requirements for access to classified information.

U.S. Citizenship required for most positions. Sanders is an equal opportunity/affirmative action employer.

For more information, visit us at:
http://www.sanders.com
Women’s Crew Finishes Well in Weekend Races

By Amy Gieffers Staff Writer

On Saturday afternoon, the varsity women's crew team finished in second in the New England Women's Eight regatta against Mount Holyoke College, Wellesley College, and Smith College. Mount Holyoke placed first.

The race had originally been scheduled for the previous weekend but was postponed because of inclement weather. The day began with MIT placing second in a time of 6 minutes 47 seconds compared to Mt. Holyoke’s 6:44 in the varsity race.

The Engineers raced into a two-seat lead over Rutgers in the first 500 meters. Mount Holyoke followed in 7:08, and Smith finished second in a time of 7:15.


The first varsity lightweight boat leaves Rutgers University behind in their victory Saturday on the Charles River. MIT won the race in 6:21.5, while Rutgers finished in 6:26.9.

Women’s Crew, Page 19

Lightweights Defeat Rutgers for Important Victory

By Erik S. Baleshy Staff Writer

The varsity lightweight crew team had a solid victory over Rutgers University Saturday on the Charles River to end their regular racing season with a 4-3 record. The team has won the past few years for the squad and won by 8:04.3, while Rutgers’ third varsity finished in a time of 8:04.3, while Rutgers’ second varsity boat, from bow to stern, of Steve Huang ’97, Samore Shah ’97, Felix Lam ’97, Haiwei Guo ’97, and Bill Chen ’97 (coxswain), defeated Rutgers in a time of 7:59.0.

Rutgers’ third varsity finished in a time of 8:04.3, while MIT’s second varsity boat, from bow to stern, of Steve Huang ’97, Samore Shah ’97, Felix Lam ’97, Haiwei Guo ’97, and Bill Chen ’97 (coxswain), defeated Rutgers in a time of 7:59.0.

The team will next race at the Eastern Sprints on Lake Quinsigamond in Worcester, Sunday, May 11.

Men’s Track Record Prevails for Undefeated Season

Men’s Track Record Prevails for Undefeated Season

Women’s Track Record Prevails for Undefeated Season

By Jennifer Yang Staff Writer

The first-ever sweep of the meet was also at the event. Harvard University, Boston College, Babson and Bentley Colleges were among the teams that the MIT players would be out-
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